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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction and Summary Good afternoon/evening/morning all (depending on your location), my name is Josh Burns and I am the Director and Product Owner of IP Australia’s Transactional Digital Services Program. I’d like to thank the organiser’s of the API day event for their kind invitation to share IP Australia’s digital transformation journey given it is underpinned by a new API based foundation. During my presentation I will cover a variety of topics briefly and invite questions at the conclusion of my presentation. My presentation today will focus on:A high level introduction including the transactional landscape of IP Australia and the Transactional Digital Services (TDS) ProgramUnderstanding of the value proposition for both IP professionals and software vendorsOur commitment to establishing strong and regular collaboration throughout the programHow we are changing the digital business modelCurrent Progress of the TDS programQ and A



Transacting with IP 
Australia

• Receive and process approximately 
800,000 transactions annually 
($230m of revenue) 

• 99.6% digital transactions split 
between web and a file-transfer 
based integration

• Transactional platforms are archaic 
and not flexible to change 
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IP Australia’s Transactional LandscapeWe are a small agency of approximately 1100 staff. IP Australia is a cost recovery agency and generates over $230 million annually via our transactional platforms.We have over 99.6% uptake in our digital transaction platforms.2 ways customers transact with us – eServices (large scale web offering) and B2B (High volume channel using proprietary Managed File Transfer software) High-level objectivesWhilst uptake of digital platforms has been excellent since inception in 2012, we recognise that our current services do not offer an ideal customer experience for any of our customer segments Our Corporate Plan identifies improved services as a core focus areaIn short: we want to provide modern, customer centric services to allow Australian citizens/IP firms better manage their IP rights



User research

• Small businesses
• IP agents
• Software developers
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Customer Discovery�Undertaken in 2016, we executed thorough user research with a variety of our customer segments, including; Small business, self filers, IP agents and software developers. One thing of note was our strong focus and a key principle of the Digital Transformation Agency’s Digital Service Standards. Specifically, focusing on validating user needs and ensuring we build solutions with the customer in mind.So, who are our customers?- Small businesses, as a key ‘self-filing’ demographic particularly for trade marks. • IP agents, as the major users of transactional services. • Software developers as the direct users of the API (future services / new users)IP Australia  had appetite to investigate ways to deliver better transactional services for our costumers. Throughout the years we’ve received feedback that our eServices platform has many limitations, things like the UI and limited functionality make it difficult for our self-filers to interact with us.We know that B2B service offering requires a large investment from firms to integrate.  
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User research intent
• Majority of IP Agent B2B users see the value of the transition to an API based 

solution
• Majority of software developers believe they can generate additional service 

offerings for customers using APIs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Key intent was to validate our business model- We needed to validate that IP agents, software developers and small business owners agree that they will derive value. Success criteria for self filers/small business - The vast majority of self filers/small business would derive value from an optimised experience in a new transactional web offering Success criteria for IP Agents- The majority of IP agent B2B users would switch to an API based solution. Success criteria for Software developers The majority of software developers believe they would have a good experience using the API, assuming documentation will be easy to understand and navigate, an API public test environment with real-world data will assist in application design, A small amount of software developers intend to build an application based on the API and believes they will deliver improved value to their customers or make a profit. 
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would benefit 
from integrated 

cross government 
services

would value case 
management 

communicating 
directly with IP 

Australia

would change case 
management 
providers if it 

communicated 
directly with IP 

Australia

do not use case 
management 
software to 

manage IP rights, 
instead use an 

Excel spreadsheet

IP 
Agents/Firms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IP ProfessionalsLarge IP Firms want case management solution that integrates easily with IP Australia. They want integrated services to be:Available – planned and unplanned outages impact on their ability to do businessEfficient - eliminate double-entry of information into their case management systems and our systemsFast - real-time validation of filings so staff aren’t waiting for our responseEasy – only a handful of firms use our current integration solution because it’s hard, complex and expensive to implement
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are interested in 
building software 

for self filers
if a need is 

demonstrated

would  consider 
developing 

software to help IP 
Agents transact 

seamlessly with IP 
Australia

Software providers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case Management – Software ProvidersSoftware firms are interested in entering this market and building solutions.Increasing market competition will mean more IP solutions with more capability for the benefit of Australian citizens. ��To date we have seen a handful of software providers partner with IP Agents and deliver optimised transactional experiences directly to their customers. 
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had a poor 
experience using 

eServices

found parts of it 
confusing

Self filers

think it could be 
improved in some 

way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self Filers- IP Australia completely transformed its business model way back in 2012 when we developed and released eServices into production. As stated earlier, eServices was a key platform in driving digital uptake for IP Australia. However, its important to note that we assumed we knew what our customers wanted in a web experience and never validated these assumptions. This meant whilst uptake was excellent, the customer experience was sub par and the dense foundation of technical architecture that the platform was built upon did not allow us to be responsive to customer feedback and enhance the experience accordingly.  Our user research indicated:- More than 20% had a poor experience using eServices- More than 50% found parts of it confusing- More than 60% think it could be improved in some way. 
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Program objectives

• Easy and simple to use
• Cost effective
• Reduce the barrier to entry
• Strategic digital infrastructure
• Modern and innovative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This brings us to the objectives of our digital transformation��We recognise the need to continually change and improve our services. We envisage APIs becoming a platform for innovation. OBJECTIVESTo provide digital services that are easy and simple to use and align with the expectations of modern customers.To provide digital services that are cost-effective for existing and future users in the IP services market.To reduce the barrier to entry for digital service integration, through a modern API that will encourage innovation and support low-cost business models in the IP services market.To ensure that IP Australia maintains a strong reputation for service delivery and supports the Government’s innovation agenda and digital transformation agenda.To provide strategic digital infrastructure, in the form of an API, that will be the basis for all of the agency’s digital service delivery including future digital services. We have taken on the feedback our customers have given us, we’ve reviewed our current systems and best practice across industry.We are 18 months into a multi-year program to replace our legacy transactional systems with APIs and directly expose these to customers. Benefits:Internal IP Australia efficienciesCustomer efficienciesCustomer satisfactionBetter data and structured responses



The opportunity 

• Quick IP protection
• Simple process
• Opportunity for 

integrated business 
start-up services

• Single view of all IP 
rights

• Low cost transactions
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• More efficient 
applications and 
renewals

• One place to see the 
status of the IP rights 
of clients

• Improvements in 
customer 
communication

• Real-time transaction 
processing

• An opportunity to 
build application 
and case 
management 
systems for self-
filers and IP agents

• An opportunity to 
connect existing 
case management 
systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The opportunities and the value proposition driven by the TDS Program  The TDS Program value proposition to self-filers/small businesses is: Quick protection of intellectual property – does not take much time and provides quick feedback and results. Simple and intuitive processes – no familiarity or previous experience required to navigate. No technical knowledge requirements – an educational process for users who do not know the detail about IP rights. Opportunity for Integrated business start-up services – a simple mechanism for businesses looking to protect their business name and IP through multiple registrations. single view of the status of all IP rights. Low cost transactions  For IP agents currently using eServices is: More efficient applications and renewals – processes and tools that do not require the retyping or migration of data. Clear view of IP rights and statuses – one place to see the status of the IP rights of clients. For IP agents currently using B2B is: Additional structured information exchange – letters and dates transmitted digitally, all IP rights events managed through digital channels. Real-time processing of transaction Availability – robust, decoupled from our back end What this means for software developers:An opportunity to build case management systems for IP AgentsAn opportunity to connect existing case management systems with IP AustraliaAn opportunity to build new, innovative solutions to help self-filers and businesses file and manage their rights, and combine our services with other offerings.
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How we are 
doing it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this actually mean though?�APIA new API foundation layer shared by all of customer-facing channels and connected to all of our back-end systemsB2BDirectly integrate with the same APIs which drive B2C, much easier than the legacy serviceLarge firms with the expertise may chose to develop integrations inhouseSoftware companies will develop solutions for firms of all sizesSelf Filer/Small BusinessNew digital channels (website, mobile, blockchain, etc) according to customer demandNew opportunities for third-party software developers to build B2C digital channels For the technical part of the audienceWe’ve implemented:MuleSoft as the integration technology (replacing TIBCO and Datapower) and cloud-hosting APIsOpenShift container platform to run MuleSoft on-prem (and we’re looking at it for cloud)AWS managed services to run databases, file storage, etcRange of SaaS services for point solutions�



Current 
Progress
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• We have delivered nearly 50 APIs 
which allow IP firms and software 
developers to easily connect their 
case management system with our 
source systems. 

• We have nearly 20 customers 
consuming our production APIs

• We have two of our search systems; 
Australian Trade mark Search and 
Australian Designs Search available 
via API

• We have held over 65 direct 
customer focused workshops, 6 
webinars and created a TDS Program 
reference group that consists of well 
over 150 IP professionals and 
software developers . 

• We are now shifting our focus  to 
replacing the eServices web offering 
in the next 12 months.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How are we going?We have now just about completed our B2B transformation and are in the process of on boarding customers to production.We have nearly 20 customers consuming our APIs in production and are soon to hit $10 million worth of IP transactions through this new channel. Our customer focus has been strong, we have held over 65 direct customer workshops with our delivery teams, 6 customer focused webinars as well as establish a strong customer reference group for program. The Program is now shifting its focus on replacing the eServices web platform. This is scheduled to be fully delivered by June 2021. 



Questions?
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